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Abstract

Since the emergence of Radio Frequency Identification technology (RFID), the community has been promised a cost effective and efficient means of identifying and tracking large sums of items with relative ease. Unfortunately, due to the unreliable nature of the passive architecture, the RFID revolution has been reduced to a fraction of its intended audience due to anomalies such as missed readings. Previous work within this field of study have focused on restoring the data at the recording phase which we believe does not allow enough evidence for consecutive missed readings to be corrected. In this study, we propose a methodology of intelligently imputing missing observations through the use of an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) in a static environment. Through experimentation, we discover the most effective algorithm to train the network is via genetic training with a high chromosome population. We also establish that the ANN restores a cleaner data set than other intelligent classifier methodologies in the majority of the test cases especially when faced with large amounts of missing data.
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1 Introduction

The alluring promise of an automatic and wireless technology that is cost effective and efficient has been the main appeal for researchers to find a feasible way to implement the passive radio frequency identification architecture. Unfortunately, there are several factors limiting such widespread acceptance of the system, one of which is the data anomalies, such as missed, wrong and duplicate readings. These anomalies are caused due to the use of RFID passive tags to conduct the process. If this were to be corrected, high laboured tasks, such as inventory checks or supermarket shopping, can benefit greatly by cutting costs in manual labour and time.

A way to enhance the observational data to allow it to be meaningful in applications is to employ an intelligent algorithm such as a classifier that can be applied to correct ambiguous entries when given several different options to enhance the system. The Artificial Neural Network trained using back-propagation or an evolutionary algorithm has been shown in various applications as an effective and efficient classifier that can be utilised to discover the correct output when given various situations.

Common methodologies that attempt to correct data anomalies found in RFID observational data either use filtration applied to streamed data at the reader level or correction algorithms applied to data that has been already stored. In literature, a filtration algorithm has been mentioned as ideal for most situations that do not need analysis of the whole data set. However, this limits its cleaning potential to only a fraction of the anomalies. Also, most deferred algorithms lack intelligence which need to be applied when ambiguous situations occur. Additionally, in previous work we utilised several intelligent methods such as Bayesian Networks and Non-Monotonic Reasoning applied at a deferred stage to correct missed data anomalies. With regards to the scope of our work, we focus directly on RFID technology and previous methodologies that have been proposed to correct such errors.

In this work, we propose the use of an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with an analysis technique to correct stored observational data from a static RFID-enabled environment. In essence, we are attempting to correct the fundamental problem of missing spatial-temporal data by replacing it with generated values based on the shortest path between the two gaps. We have examined the most effective training algorithm of two prominent ANN algorithms and found that the Genetic Algorithm training provided a thorough cleaning result. We also compared the neural network, found from the training experimentation, with two Deferred Bayesian Networks and found that the ANN provided a higher cleaning rate.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we provide a brief survey of Radio Frequency Identification and Artificial Neural Networks. Section 3 summarises the state-of-the-art methodologies that are currently employed to correct observational data. An analysis of our methodology is provided in Section 4, which will be broken up into the analysis phase, correction phase and Neural Network of our algorithm. The exact nature of our experimentation is explained in Section 5 followed by results and analysis in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude our work and outline future work.

2 Background

Since the introduction of the passive radio frequency identification (RFID) system, the scientific community has been attempting to correct the significant anomalies present in the architecture that prevent it from being widely adopted in real-world scenarios. Prevalent anomalies present in the data warehouse include observational records that are missed within the data collection cycle. To combat this, a higher
level of intelligence is needed to be applied to the data sets to impute and restore the missed data. One such method is a classifying algorithm which would be utilised to discover the correct missing data, such as an Artificial Neural Network (ANN). An ANN operates by reading inputs, which it then trains upon to classify to achieve the desired output. By the end of its training, it is hoped that the ANN will be able to classify the input into a correct output.

2.1 Radio Frequency Identification

Radio Frequency Identification is a collection of wireless devices utilised together to recognise large sums of items. The system has already employed in several real-world applications such as postal-tracking, aviation-parts identification and baggage handling at airports (Collins 2004). As seen in Figure 1, there are four main components that combine to effectively create a RFID system: the reader, tag, middleware and data warehouse. The reader will search the area the user desires to record tag’s identifier that responds, the time that this reading took place and the identifier of the reader. The tag will then transmit its unique identifier named the Electronic Product Code (EPC) to the reader. These recorded observations are then delivered to the middleware to perform immediate correcting techniques and store the information into a data warehouse (Chawathe et al. 2004).

![RFID System Diagram](image)

**Figure 1: A high level diagram of how data is passed through the passive RFID architecture.**

When employing a RFID system, there are several different tags utilised to allow items to be identified. These include passive, semi-active and active tags. The passive tag is the cheapest tag due to the lack of any battery source which also theoretically allows it to have an indefinite lifespan. It extracts its power from the electro-magnetic pulse generated from the reader and uses it to fire its unique identifier back to the reader. The semi-active tag utilises a battery as a power source but only to extend the range of the transmission. It still utilises the pulse emitted from the reader to send its identifier back which results in it having a 5-10 year lifespan. The last tag is the most advanced and expensive identifier on the market, the active tag. It utilises the battery to both extend its reading range and send its identifier. This, regretfully, results in the active tag having a lifespan of only 1-5 years long (Chawathe et al. 2004).

Unfortunately, there are severe problems that hinder the wide scale deployment of RFID systems across the commercial sector. The four main problems are identified as follows: the data generated is low level, as seen in Table 1; the data is error prone; the data generated is received in high volumes and the spatial-temporal nature of the data is complex. The data generated from the readers are in the form of a tag identifier, timestamp and reader identifier. Unfortunately, without transforming the data to higher level information, such as events, using additional tag and reader information, the information is useless (Khoussainova et al. 2007). Most RFID systems, especially the architectures that rely on passive tags, generate three core anomalies: wrong, missing and duplicate data. Due to the continuing scan of tags every second or less, the data storage suffers from the problem of massive intakes of data. It has been stated that Wal*Marts in America which have employed the use of RFID technology generate 7TB of data daily (Raskino et al. 2005). With the increasing developments of passive technology, there is also the issue of complexity with regards to spatial and temporal data (Wang & Liu 2005). For example, if there is small hand-held reader utilised to scan different locations, the spatial location of the reader will also constantly be different.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag EPC</th>
<th>Reader ID</th>
<th>Timestamp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t1</td>
<td>r1</td>
<td>2009-08-15 14:05:08.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2</td>
<td>r1</td>
<td>2009-08-15 14:05:08.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t1</td>
<td>r2</td>
<td>2009-08-15 14:45:54.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2</td>
<td>r1</td>
<td>2009-08-15 14:05:08.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t1</td>
<td>r3</td>
<td>2009-08-15 15:02:06.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2</td>
<td>r1</td>
<td>2009-08-15 15:02:06.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t1</td>
<td>r4</td>
<td>2009-08-15 15:18:49.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2</td>
<td>r1</td>
<td>2009-08-15 15:18:49.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: A table populated with sample RFID Data containing the information of EPC, Reader and Timestamp. Please note that actual RFID data would contain unique identifiers for the tag EPC and reader identifier.**

As mentioned above, the data anomalies within the generated data include missed, wrong and duplicate observational (Jeffery et al. 2006)(Bai et al. 2006). Without the correction of these anomalies, the passive RFID architecture will never be utilised to its full potential as a cost effective and efficient means of wireless identification of large sums of items. Of the three anomalies, missing observations may be considered the hardest to restore as the data is not recorded into the database and, therefore, does not have as much analytical information when attempting to correct the records. It has been estimated that reader only captures 60%-70% of the data that was supposed to be recorded (Floerkemeier & Lampe 2004).

2.2 Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is a classifying tool that is modelled after the biological neural network found in the brains of animals. There are four main components of a biological neuron in the brain as seen in Figure 2: the dendrites that receive the information; the cell body that reacts to the information given a certain threshold; the axon that is the output of the neuron and the synapses which connects various dendrites to axons. The brain itself possesses a large sum of neurons which all work in unison to form a neural network, it is estimated that in humans, the amount of neurons presently in the brain range from 10 billion to 1 trillion (Williams & Herrup 1988).

The ANN operates by receiving inputs, manipulating them through the use of weights between hidden units and hidden layers in each neuron to provide an output, as shown in Figure 3 (McCulloch & Pitts 1943). Its main advantage is that it is able to generalise information and provide a relatively correct answer. There are many ways through which to train the weights of an ANN through means of
algorithms such as Back-Propagation or Evolutionary Neural Networks. An artificial neuron pictured in Figure 4 is composed of various inputs that are manipulated by weights which are summed to find the neural activity for that specific neuron. Activation Functions are then utilised to change the output to a desirable answer that can be used in the applications. There are two current prominent activation functions: the hard limiter, which will either classify the output as positive one or below zero, and the sigmoidal function, which applies the equation found in Equation 1 to the output.

\[ f(x) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-x)} \]  

2.2.1 Back-Propagation

The Back-Propagation algorithm utilises the overall error found in the actual outputs when compared with the desired outputs to manipulate the weights of the neural network. As seen in Figure 5, the back-propagation algorithm procedures are as follows (Rumelhart et al. 1986); the user presents the training sets to the network in the form of inputs and desired outputs; the network calculates the error rate between the actual output and desired output and manipulates accordingly to obtain a lower error rate on the next round. The algorithm is stopped with only two criteria. The first is a user specified number of iterations and the second is a Root-Mean-Square (RMS) error threshold also specified by the user (Blumenstein et al. 2007).

2.2.2 Evolutionary Neural Networks

An Evolutionary Neural Network is an ANN that utilises a genetic algorithm modelled after the theory of evolution to manipulate the weights accordingly (Holland 1975). It does this by initialising chromosomes that have information of all the weights of the
neural network to small values and finding the most correct values (Rooij et al. 1996). A certain threshold will be used to delete the remaining chromosomes and proceed to cross over the fit chromosomes to increase the population to its original size. Additionally, a mutation will occur on a small selected amount of the population to avoid local minima. The stopping criteria is a user-specified correctness threshold or number of generations for the chromosomes. The necessary processes and order in which they occur may be viewed in Figure 6 (Cha et al. 2008).

Figure 6: A high level flow diagram of the processes necessary to train a neural network using a genetic algorithm.

3 Related Work

The data anomaly problem of passive RFID records have been studied extensively throughout recent years with the main goal to correct the observations to allow it to be used in higher business processes. There are two main ideologies within literature. The first is to filter the incoming records when recording the data and the second is to apply correction algorithms which enhance the integrity of the observations in the stored data warehouse. Most filtration processes centre around utilising anti-collision algorithms (Shih et al. 2006) as the tags are read at the reader. Other methodologies employ rules that have been specified by the user to correct the data when it is in the database (Rao et al. 2006).

From examining the respected literature regarding these related works, we have found that the filtering and rule based methodologies sacrifice analytical knowledge and intelligence respectively which we believe is crucial to thoroughly enhance the data to its maximum potential of integrity. The filtration methods are applied at the edge and, therefore, lack analytical knowledge gained from the previous data entries and future data entries that may be examined within the data warehouse after the recording phase. Additionally, the rule-based approach is specified by users which may allow for logical errors within the protocols and lack the intelligence needed to cope with ambiguous observations. In previous work, we have utilised Non-Monotonic Reasoning (Darcy et al. 2007), Static Bayesian Networks (Darcy et al. 2009b) and Evolutionary Bayesian Networks (Darcy et al. 2009a) to combat these drawbacks.

4 Methodology

The core functionality of our system which is shown in Figure 7 has been divided into two phases, the analysis phase and the correction phase. As the name implies, the analysis phase consists of an algorithm that sweeps through the RFID readings finding any missed readings that should be present. If said anomalies are found, the algorithm records various attributes regarding the gap of knowledge which are then passed on to the correction phase. The correction phase is where the system attempts to seek out the ideally correct combination of readings to impute the gapped knowledge of data. It is the goal of the system at this time to substitute the most correct data that the system can generate to allow for higher business processes to be conducted.

4.1 Analysis Phase

Algorithm 1: The algorithm for the Analysis Phase of the methodology. Its purpose is to discover the various algebraic values needed and find the inputs needed for the neural network.

\[
\text{foreach Tag do} \\
\text{Start Counter at first Observation’s Timestamp.} \\
\text{foreach Reading do} \\
\text{if Counter} \neq \text{Current Reading Timestamp then} \\
\text{Record the current Reader (b) at the start of the Gap and the Reader before current (a).} \\
\text{Go to the next recording after the Gap.} \\
\text{Count the amount of Missed Readings in the Gap (n).} \\
\text{Record the current Reader (c) at end of Gap and the Reader after the current (d).} \\
\text{Find the Shortest Path between b and c then count how many observations are present (s).} \\
\text{Record (a), (b), (n), (c), (d), (s) and the Shortest Path.} \\
\text{Determine if (a==b), (b==c), (b \leftrightarrow c), (c==d), (n==(s-2)), (n<(s-2)) and (n>(s-2)). Record these values as the inputs for the Neural Network phase.} \\
\text{end} \\
\text{end} \\
\text{Pass the values to the Correction Phase and the analysis to the Neural Network phase.} \\
\]

The analysis phase was originally conceived from previous work in which observational data is analysed attempting to uncover several key factors that reflect the nature of the missed readings. The pseudo code version of the algorithm used to perform this phase
Figure 7: A high level diagram of the architecture for the methodology we have proposed which utilises intelligent analysis and a neural network to correct missed observational data.

may be found in Algorithm 1. The phase involves first separating the amalgamation of readings into individual tag streams by dividing the observations according to the identifier. After this division has been completed, we attempt to find gaps in the data that are found due to a missing periodic timestamp. We have devised our scenario with the assumption so that the readers periodically scan for readers within the vicinity of it. Additionally, it is crucial that our methodology is granted access to the map data of the readers in the static environment to impute the most likely readings.

Figure 8: A sample scenario which will provide an example of how the methodology operates. The corridor environment is static with walls preventing people from not being detected from readers one to four in this order.

Once a gap of knowledge is found in the records, we analyse the surrounding readings to find six core values: the reader two observations and one observations before the gap (a and b); the amount of the missed reading (n); the reader one and two observations after the gap of knowledge (c and d respectively); and the minimum amount of readings that are required to join readings b and c utilising the map data (s). Additionally, the shortest path will be required to determine the minimum amount of readers needed to bridge the gap. For example, if there is a basic map of a corridor in which readers 1-4 are connected in a linear line as shown in Figure 8, then the data analysis algorithm would detect the values as shown in Figure 9.

The analytical phase requires that the information it had just discovered be then translated into meaningful analytical information. To accomplish this, the process will find the following mathematical operations which we believe can be utilised to determine the most correct readings to fill the gaps of knowledge. These analytical operations include: finding if readers “a” and “b” are equal (a==b); determining if readers “b” and “c” are relatively close to each other according to the map data (b↔c); discovering if the readers of “b” and “c” are equal (b==c); finding if readers of “c” and “d” are equal (c==d) and discovering if “n” is equal to, less than or greater than “s” minus two (n==(s-2)), (n<(s-2)), (n>(s-2)). The reasoning behind subtracting two from value “s” is that the shortest path will include the values of “b” and “c” which are not necessarily a part of the missing gaps of knowledge. All of these analytical boolean variables are then passed on to the correction phase which utilise it to seek out the most ideal imputed reader values.

4.2 Correction Phase

The Correction Phase, whose pseudo code may be viewed in Algorithm 2, is where the possible permutations of the imputed data is created. It relies on the information that was obtained from the analysis processes to use as evidence to determine the most correct data. When the information is passed to this phase, five possible combinations of the data which we have termed “Permutations” will be generated. These may viewed in Figure 10. The first permutation will generate the missed readings to all have the value of reader “b”. The second permutation is a mirror to the first in that it will substitute all the missed values with the reader “c”. The third requires the use of the shortest path generated before to insert it into the middle of the missed observations. Any ad-
Algorithm 2: The algorithm for the Correction Phase of the methodology. Its purpose is to develop the permutations needed as the output for the neural network.

Receive the algebraic values of the missing data from the Analysis Phase.

foreach MissingRecord do
  Create an Array of size “n”.
  Generate the first permutation by using the value of “b” substituted for each recording.
  Generate the second permutation by using the value of “c” substituted for each recording.
  Generate the third permutation by inserting the shortest path in the middle of the array and substitute the values of “b” and “c” on the left and right side of the array to additional missing gaps.
  Generate the fourth permutation by inserting the shortest path on the right of the array and substitute the value of “b” on for all remaining gaps.
  Generate the fifth permutation by inserting the shortest path on the left of the array and substitute the value of “c” on for all remaining gaps.
end

Pass the permutations to the Neural Network phase.

The additional missed values will have reader values “b” or “c” substituted where it is in close proximity.

Figure 10: The permutations generated for the scenario which are to be inserted back into the data storage as imputed readings.

The fourth permutation will utilise the shortest path again, but place it on the latter missed readings rather than the middle. All missing values that are on the former side of the missing data will be substituted with the reader value “b”. The final permutation generated will once again be a mirrored duplicated of the fourth in that the shortest path will be inserted to the former part of the gap of knowledge and the reader value “c” will be substituted for any additional missed readings. We believe that these permutations represent the most likely candidates of the data in that each one finds the shortest route between the starting and destination points which we also believe is likely for the average tag. After these possible permutation combinations have been derived each one, with the addition of the extra analytical data, is then forwarded onto the ANN to determine what it believes is the most likely candidate for restoration.

4.3 Artificial Neural Network Phase

We have employed the use of an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) in the last phase as a means to classify which permutation is the most correct given the analysis data ascertained from the previous two phases. The ANN accepts seven binary inputs to reflect the analysis data (a=b, c=d, etc.) and has five binary outputs to reflect that the permutations that have been found. The ANN itself will be comprised of nine hidden units and one hidden layer as seen in Figure 11.

The reason why we have chosen this configuration is that we wish to have a number of units greater than the number of inputs and we believe that increasing the number of hidden layers will not necessarily increase the accuracy. We have also applied a momentum term and learning rate whose values are be 0.4 and 0.6 respectively to avoid local minima and network paralysis. Each input and output value will not be 1 and 0 as this may not yield a very high classification rate, instead we will use the values of 0.9 and 0.1 respectively. We will set the stopping criteria as both the RMS error threshold when it reaches below 0.1 and 1000 iterations. We have also utilised the sigmoidal activation function to derive our outputs. The pseudo code for both the back-propagation and genetic algorithm training methods can be found Algorithms 3 and 4 respectively.

Algorithm 3: The algorithm for training the Neural Network Phase utilising the Back-Propogation Algorithm. The goal of this algorithm is to modify the weights using forward and backward passes until the network has been trained to determine the correct outputs.

 Initialise the weights to small random values.
 Present the training set to the neural network.
 foreach Iteration do
  Present the training set to the neural network.
  Determine the actual output of all the neurons (Forward Pass).
  Determine the error terms.
  Adjust the weights using the learning rate, momentum and error terms (Backward Pass).
  Store highest performing network configuration.
end

5 Experimental Evaluation

To determine the maximum accuracy of our methodology and compare it to other state-of-the-art applications, we have devised two experiments. We have run both of these experiments on a standard computer environment at our institute to demonstrate that the system may be run in a typical environment. The two experiments have been designed to determine the best training algorithm to configure the neural network, and compare the said network to a deferred bayesian network implementation to find the significance of methodology.

5.1 Environment

The computational environment of our experiment consists of utilising the C++ language to write the
Figure 11: A high level representation describing the structure of the neural network we are utilising within our work. The 7 inputs include all the analytical information gathered from the analysis phase, whereas the 5 outputs are all five permutations which were generated during the correction phase. We have also employed 9 hidden nodes inside the network which results in the sum of 108 weights that connect each of the nodes to either the inputs or outputs.

Algorithm 4: The algorithm for training the Neural Network Phase utilising the Genetic Algorithm. The goal of this algorithm is to set the weights to a point they are able to chose the correct permutation when given various training sets.

| Initialise the weights to small random values. |
| Present the training set to the neural network. |
| **foreach** Generation **do** |
| Evaluate and order the chromosome according to fitness (the classification rate). Check stopping criteria. Check stopping criteria (Generations). |
| **if** Stopping Criteria is True **then** |
| Break the algorithm and store the weights of the highest performing chromosome. |
| **end** Delete half the least fit population members and breed two random fitter chromosomes to fill the amount of population. |
| **if** Child chromosome is already present in population **then** |
| Discard child chromosome. |
| **end** Breed two different random parents. |
| Apply mutation to select members of the chromosome by resetting the weights to random values - 1% the top 10% fittest population members, 5% for other chromosomes. |
| **end** Store highest performing network configuration. |

We have utilised two different types of experiments to determine the significance of our methodology. The first experiment which we labelled the “Configuration Experiment”, we have set up is designed to determine which of the training techniques yields a higher accuracy for the neural network. The two training algorithms we will compare are a back-propagation and a genetic training algorithm as we have found that they are prominent in the field of training neural networks. The second experiment which we labelled the “Significance Experiment”, we have decided to conduct involved proving the significance of the most accurate neural networks result from the configuration experiment when compared with the accuracy of a deferred bayesian network approach. We chose a deferred bayesian network as it has been shown in the past to obtain a high accuracy rate and is directly comparable to our deferred neural network approach. The training and testing sets will consist of permutation scenarios in which the worst case occurs. In reality, this scenario has an extremely low chance of occurring as our algorithm has been designed so that where the missed readings are purely random and short in size, which frequently happens in physical applications, every permutation generated will be correct.

code and execute it using Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0. It has been run on a computer that has the Windows XP operating system that runs Service Pack 3 Intel (R) Pentium (R) 4 CPU 2.79 GHz with 2.00 GB of RAM.

5.2 Experiments

We have utilised two different types of experiments to determine the significance of our methodology. The first experiment which we labelled the “Configuration Experiment”, we have set up is designed to determine which of the training techniques yields a higher accuracy for the neural network. The two training algorithms we will compare are a back-propagation and a genetic training algorithm as we have found that they are prominent in the field of training neural networks. The second experiment which we labelled the “Significance Experiment”, we have decided to conduct involved proving the significance of the most accurate neural networks result from the configuration experiment when compared with the accuracy of a deferred bayesian network approach. We chose a deferred bayesian network as it has been shown in the past to obtain a high accuracy rate and is directly comparable to our deferred neural network approach. The training and testing sets will consist of permutation scenarios in which the worst case occurs. In reality, this scenario has an extremely low chance of occurring as our algorithm has been designed so that where the missed readings are purely random and short in size, which frequently happens in physical applications, every permutation generated will be correct.
6 Results and Analysis

In this work, we have proposed a methodology that harnesses a powerful data analysis technique coupled with a neural network to correct missing observations in stored RFID data. To this end, we have devised two experiments to determine the best network configuration to use when comparing prominent training algorithms and analysed the effectiveness of both it and two Bayesian Networks. We have recorded and evaluated the results of these experiments directing focus to the rate of cleaning in choosing the correct permutation to restore the observational data.

6.1 Configuration Experiment

The Configuration Experiment has the goal of seeking out the neural network training algorithm that yields the highest clean rate. The two training methods used for comparison are the back-propagation and genetic algorithms. The training set utilised in this experiment is comprised of every possible combination of the inputs and their respective outputs which amount to a total of 128 entries. We have conducted tests upon three different training algorithm setups, the first is the back-propagation algorithm and the other two are genetic algorithms that use 20 and 100 chromosomes to find the optimised solution. Additionally, we conducted each experiment in three trials to further generalise our results. The algorithm that had the hardest time finding the correct configuration was the back-propagation algorithm when it iterated for 50 and 100 times, earning it 1.56% classification rate. The trainer that performed the best was the Genetic Algorithm both using 20 and 100 chromosomes in every test and iteration number excluding the 20 chromosome configuration which lasted for 5 generations.

The analysis we performed on these results consisted of us graphing the average of our findings into a bar graph to illustrate the difference in algorithms. As shown in Figure 12, on average the Neural Network Genetic Algorithm performed the best obtaining an 87.5% cleaning rate. Unfortunately, as discovered before in the results, the back-propagation algorithm performed the weakest within the three algorithms. This is especially present when it is attempting to clean after being trained for 100 iterations. We believe the poor results of the back-propagation algorithm was due directly to over-training the network. We noticed that there was also a particularly low result when attempting to train this algorithm for 50 attempts in trial 2. However, it wasn’t until the 100 iteration training that we could clearly see the effects of the training routine on the average cleaning rate.

As a general observation from these averaged results, we can clearly see that, with the accepting of the 5 iterations experiment, each training result had both genetic algorithms obtaining the same cleaning rate. After examining the weights of both the 20 and 100 chromosome genetic algorithm configurations, we found that although the same result was obtained, the networks that had been generated were different. We believe that this due to there being many certain networks that may be utilised to find an average maximum of classification from the data set which happens to be 87.5% (the highest cleaning rate achieved). Furthermore, we believe that the results obtained from
Figure 13: A bar graph depicting the averaged results of the three testing algorithms being utilised to depict the significance of the Neural Network methodology. The solid, striped and dotted bar represents the static bayesian network, dynamic bayesian network and neural network trained by a genetic algorithm respectively.

the first experiment were lower for the 20 chromosome network due to there not being enough generations to find this maximum classification network. The reason we believe why the 100 chromosome was able to find this maximum classifying network in such a short amount of time is that it had the advantage of having five times as much weight configurations to evaluate within its population.

6.2 Significance Experiment

The Significance Experiment was created to show that our algorithm can compete with other deferred RFID cleaning algorithms. We utilise the network that achieved the highest record in the Configuration Experiment to compare it to the cleaning rate of two deferred bayesian networks, one dynamic and the other static. Each algorithm has been tested upon four different data sets that contain varying amounts of missing data. These data sets either have 20%, 30%, 40% or 50% missed readings from a 10,000 record data set. The inspiration for the varying amounts of missing data is to properly emulate the ideal that at any given time; passive readers will only record 60%-70% of the total observations. The testing set has been based on the worst possible scenario where only one permutation is correct for each set of data whereas, usually, this occurs minimally.

The configuration that was utilised for this Neural Network was a Genetic Algorithm that was used to train 100 chromosomes for 100 generations. We chose the genetic algorithm due to its high cleaning rate, and chose one that had a relatively more evolved chromosome that the other algorithms. The highest performing algorithm in this experiment was the Neural Network which obtained an 88.36% cleaning rate when correcting 5000 test cases in its first trial. The algorithm obtaining the least cleaning rate was the static bayesian network which only obtained an 85.95% rate of correctness. As with our previous experiment, we performed three trials upon the algorithms to illustrate how they react to the data.

As with the Configuration Experiment, we have also generated a bar graph to illustrate how effective the average cleaning rates of the three algorithms is. As seen in Figure 13, the highest average cleaning rate was obtained by the Neural Network which was trained by the Genetic Algorithm. Also of note with regard to the highest cleaning is that it occurred when there is 50% missing data which is what we had planned to address due to there being a more likely chance of consecutive missed readings. The lowest achieving cleaning algorithm was both the Static and Dynamic Bayesian Networks. These low readings occurred when there was 20% of the data missing.

Also reflected from the results is that the static bayesian network performed at their peaks during the 30% missing data test cases whereas the dynamic bayesian network performed best cleaning the 50% missing records. Both bayesian networks were beaten in cleaning rate in every test case except for the 30% data set. We believe that this is due to the neural network not being able to clean the data sets with little missing records as effectively as the sets with large amounts of missing data. This is also present within the data set that only contains 20% missing data as the neural network achieved its lowest average performance.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we have researched the problem of missed observations within the data warehouse of a
Radio Frequency Identification system utilising intelligent data analysis and an Artificial Neural Network. We have created a methodology that analyses the RFID data to search for missing record anomalies which will have several permutations of possible imputed value sets to be inserted into a data storage. Then, from the utilisation of a neural network that has been trained with a back-propagation algorithm and two genetic algorithms, we determine the most correct permutation to be inserted back into the data storage. We then compared the highest performing network configuration with that of two Bayesian networks which have both been trained to correct missing RFID data and found that our neural network obtains a higher cleaning rate.

More specifically, this study makes the following contribution to the field:

- We proposed a deferred methodology that utilises both a Neural Network and intelligent data analysis.
- We applied this methodology to restore missed RFID readings which have not been recorded in the database.
- We studied the accuracy of the resulting networks from two leading ANN training algorithms, back-propagation and genetic algorithms, to determine which would be best suited as an RFID missed readings classifier. This concluded with us finding that the genetic algorithm training provided a superiorly accurate imputed data set.
- We compared our new methodology to two Bayesian network methodologies which has also been used to impute missed observations. We found that our ANN algorithm yields a higher cleaning rate especially where the data set is missing approximately half its records.

With regards to future work, we would like to address the application of other training algorithms to our ANN to see if the resulting network will yield a more accurate imputed readings. We would also like to record the effectiveness of the network when the momentum, stopping criteria, hidden units and hidden layers have been manipulated. Additionally, we would also like to attempt to modify the feature extraction process of analysed values used within the Neural Network and possibly apply it to situations outside of RFID applications. Finally, we would like to develop an intelligent data analysis algorithm coupled with the classifiers we have researched to correct other anomalies present within an RFID data set.
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